Subject
Topic
Class Teacher
Head Teacher
Year
Date Given
Date Due
Weighting

Textiles
Independent project
A. Bright
D. Wait
9
Week 2 Term 3
Week 5 Term 3
25%

Students are to create a folio explaining the choices they have made in the development of
their independent textile project. The folio needs to include:
1. Cover page - Name and the style being made. (2marks)
2. Mood board/Inspiration - pictures, words, fabric samples that are the inspiration
behind this independent project (5 marks)
3. 3 Design ideas in colour with a PMI - Fashion illustrations of three design ideas that
you thought of while collecting your inspiration, include a front and back view. Plus
Minus Interesting an analysis of each design. (18 Marks, 6 marks per drawing set and
associated PMI)
4. Final design with annotations and justification - an illustration of the design you are
going to make as your independent project. (10 marks)
5. Notions and Costing - A list of all the materials needed to create the project selected
and the cost of these tallied to a total. (5 marks)
6. Swing Tag - Tag that comes with clothing when purchased. Includes brand name, size,
style, origin of make, barcode, cost. (5 marks)
A sample folio is available in google classroom.

Outcomes Assessed
TEX5-2 justifies the selection of textile materials for specific end uses
TEX5-4 generates and develops textile design ideas
TEX5-8 Selects and uses appropriate technology to creatively document, communicate and present
design and project work.

Non-completion of Task:
If you know you are going to be away on the day that the task is due, you must make alternative arrangements
with your teacher beforehand. If you are suddenly away on the day that the task is due, you must contact your
teacher or Head Teacher on your return to school. Documentation will be required in both classes.
Plagiarism:
Plagiarism, the using of the work of others without acknowledgement will incur serious penalties and may result
in zero award. Any cheating will also incur penalties.
Failure to follow the above procedures may result in a zero award.
The policies and procedures that are outlined on the ROSA booklet will be followed regarding the noncompletion of assessment tasks.

Common grade scale Stage 4 TAS
Task mark allocation
A
10-9

The student has an extensive knowledge and understanding of the content and can readily apply
this knowledge. In addition, the student has achieved a very high level of competence in the
processes and skills and can apply these skills to new situations.

B
8-7

The student has a thorough knowledge and understanding of the content and a high level of
competence in the processes and skills. In addition, the student is able to apply this knowledge
and these skills to most situations.
The student has a sound knowledge and understanding of the main areas of content and has
achieved an adequate level of competence in the processes and skills.
The student has a basic knowledge and understanding of the content and has achieved a limited
level of competence in the processes and skills.
The student has an elementary knowledge and understanding in few areas of the content and has
achieved very limited competence in some of the processes and skills.

C
6-4
D
3-2
E
1-0

Marking Criteria
Outstanding
45-37

High
36-28

Sound
27-18

Basic
18-10

Limited
9-1

Cover page
(2)
TEX5-8
Mood Board
(5)
TEX5-4

Cover page attached
with all relevant
information (name
and project focus)
Outstanding mood
board extensive
images and clear
theme identified.

Design Ideas
and PMI
(18)
TEX5-4
TEX5-8

Outstanding drawing
of 3 design ideas
(showing front and
back), completed in
colour and discussion
of Positives, minuses
and interestings of
each design.

Final Design
with
annotations
and
justification
(10)
TEX5-2
TEX5-4
TEX5-8

Outstanding drawing
of final design
(showing front and
back), completed in
colour.
Extensive
annotations
explaining the
drawing - colour
materials, features
etc.
Extensive
justification of
material selection
and pattern
selections
Outstandingly
detailed list of all
components required
and tally of costs

Notions and
Costing
(5)
TEX5-8
Swing Tag
(5)
TEX5-8

Outstanding swing
tag that is eye
catching and contains
all necessary
information
(barcode, brand, size,
country of origin,
price and style name)

Not Attempted

Excellent mood
board substantial
images and
theme identified.

Sound mood
board a few
images and
theme identified.

Basic mood
board not many
images and no
clear theme
identified.

Limited not
attempted

Excellent
drawing of 3
design ideas,
completed in
colour and
discussion of
Positives,
minuses and
interestings of
each design.
Excellent
drawing of final
design (showing
front and back).
Detailed
annotations
explaining the
drawing - colour
materials,
features etc.
Detailed
justification of
material
selection and
pattern
selections
Excellent list of
most
components
required and
tally of costs

Sound drawing
of 2 design ideas,
completed in
colour and
discussion of
Positives,
minuses and
interestings of
each design.

Basic drawing of
1 design idea,
completed in
colour
or design ideas in
black and white
with minimal
discussion of PMI

Drawing of
design ideas,
incompleted no
positives,
minuses and
interestings of
each design.

Sound drawing
of final design
(showing front in
colour)
Annotations
explaining the
drawing - colour
materials,
features etc.
Justification of
material
selection and
pattern
selections

Basic drawing of
final design
(showing front
not in colour),
completed in
colour.
Basic
annotations
No justification

Drawing of final
design
attempted not
complete.
No annotations
or justifications.

Sound list of
most
components
required and
tally of costs
attempted
Sound swing tag
containing most
of the relevant
information
((barcode, brand,
size, country of
origin, price and
style name).

Basic list of
components
required
incomplete and
tally of costs
incomplete
Basic swing tag
containing some
of the relevant
information
((barcode, brand,
size, country of
origin, price and
style name).

Limited list with
a few items and
no costing

Excellent swing
tag containing all
the relevant
information
((barcode, brand,
size, country of
origin, price and
style name).

Limited swing tag
not attempted.

